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CHAP T E R I

INTRODUCTION

The theory of detennin ants is relativel y a new branch of
ma.thema tics; it was not firmly establish ed until a brief 200
years ago .

As in many other branches of science, the theory of

determin ants was rediscove red many times before it was permanen tly establish ed .

It was not until the middle of the 18th century

that Cramer, one of the independ ent discover ers, of the fundrunen tal idea, wa.s fortunate enough to attract attention to the theory
of determin ants .
In the study and applicati on of mathemat ics one often
has occasion to use determin ants , bu~ frequent ly it is necessary
to use many reference s to find an adequate treatmen t of the theorem in question .

Much of the literatur e is written on the as-

sumption that its reader has a good backgroun d in the subject.
Then other authors just ~ive the fundamen tal propertie s of detenninants without proof of their statemen ts .

These latter authors

are not intereste d in the mathema tical theory of determin ants, but
are intereste d only in using them as a tool.

Thus many terms are

used without first giving a definitio n of them and theorems are
u s ed without proof; as a consequen ce it is necessar y for the be-

ginner to look elsewhe re for these definiti ons and proofs .
In this thesis no attempt is made to cover the entire
field of the theory of determi nants, but an attempt is ma.de to
summari ze the materia l i n certain phases of the theory of determina nts .

This monogra ph is divided into the followin g parts :-

(1) A brief history of the early development s in the theory of

(2) The statemen t and proof of the general proper-

determi nants .

ties of detenni nants, and the definiti on of the common tenns.
(3) A brief treatme nt of the most common special fonns of determina nts .

(4) A few of the many applica tions of determi nants

and an indicati on of others in various phases of mathem atics and
other science s .
The author of this paper wishes to aclmowl edge all
s ources of informa tion used in its prepara tion .

He is especia lly

indebted to his major profess or , Dr . W. G. Warnock , for the assistance he has so kindly given throu ghout the writing of this
thesis .

He is also indebted to the 1ollowi ng membe rs of the

faculty of Fort Hays Kansas State College for their aid and counsel :

Dr . F. B. Streete r , P~6f . E. E. Colyer, Dr . G. A. Kelley ,

and Dr . H. A. Zinszer .

CH APTER

II

A BRIEF HISTORY OF DEI'ERMINANTS

As in many other fields of science it is difficult to
determine who was the first person to con sider the theory of
detenninants.

The honor has been attributed to Leibnitz (169 3);

however, Cajori 1 and Smith2 each state that Seki Kowa (16421708) a Japanese, had a knowled e of detenninants bef ore 1683.
They state that, while Leibnitz dealt with three equations only,
Seki worked with n equ~tions .

Seki knew that a detenninant of

the nth order, when expanded, has n1 terms; he knew also that
rows and columns may be interchanged.

Smith states that the

Chinese had some idea of determinants even before Seki.
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1 646-1716) clearly had an
idea of what is now known as the theory of determinant s as shown
3
by his letter to De L' Hospital which was dated April 28, 1693 ,
but was not published until 1850.

A manuscript bearing no date,

1.

Cajori, A history of mathematics, 80 .

2.

Smith, History of mathematics, I,440.

3.

Here is given a
Smith, A source book in math . , 267- 269.
complete translation by Dr . Thomas F. Cope of the ori ginal
letter .

but believed to date back to 1678, is apparently Leibnitz's first
contribution.

Cope's translated extract from this manuscript is:

I have found a rule for eliminating the unknowns in any
number of equations of the first de gree, provided that the
number of equations exceeds by one the number of unknowns . It
is as follows:
Make all possible combinations of the coefficient s of
the letters, in such a way that more than one coefficient
of the same unknown and of the same equation never appear
together . These combinations, which are to be given signs
in accordance with the law which will soon be stated, are
placed together, and the result set equal to zero will give
an equation lacking all the unknowns.
The law of signs is this: To one of the combinationa sign will be arbitrarily assigned, and the other combinations which differ from this one with respect to two, four,
six, etc. factors will take the opposite sign; those which
differ from it with respect to three, five, seven, etc. factors will of course take its own si gn. For example, let
10 + llx +12y
20 + 2lx + 22y
30 ...-3lx

+32y

= o,

= o,
= O;

there will result
10•21•32 - 10•22•31 - 11•20• 32
+ 10•22•30

+ 12•20•31 ·.-

12.21.30 =

o.

I consider also as coefficients those characters which
do not belong to any of the unknowns, as 10, 20, 30.
Thus the contributions of Liebnitz are three in number:
(1) A new notation, numerical in character and appearance, for individual members of an arranged group of magnitudes .

(2) A rule

for fonning the tenns of the expression which equated to zero is
the result of eliminating the unknowns from a set of simple equations.

(3) A rule for determining the signs of the terms in the

said result; but this rule is expressed in an obscure way.

Leib-

nitz's work is unimportan t other than from a historical point of
view in the developmen t of the theory of determinan ts since his
work was not published until the theory was advanced beyond what
he knew of the subject.
Alexis Fontaine des Bertins 1 indicated a knowledge of the
theory of detenninan ts in his memoir of 1748 .
nothing of the work of Leibnitz .

He apparently knew

His work did not attract atten-

tion until after other mathemat i cians had made the theory of determinants popular.
The theory of determinan ts was rediscover ed over half a
century after Leibnitz's discovery, but this time the knowledge
of the theory was kept alive in Europe.

Thus in 1750 Cramer at-

tracted the attention of other mathematic ians in France to the
theory of detenninan ts which in time became the common property of
all mathemati cians.

Cramer published ~ rule for finding the value

of the unknowns in a system of n linear equations involving nunknowns .

The rule may be divided into three parts:---( 1) A rule

for forming the terms of the common denominato r of the fractions
which express the values of the unknowns.

(2) A rule for determin-

ing the sign of e.ny individual term in the said common denominato r.
(3) A rule for obtaining the numerators from the expression for the
common denominato r .

1.

Muir , Theory of determinan ts,

I,10 .

Vandermonde (1771) was the first to recognize determinants
as independent functions.

He called them resultants.

Because of

this independent treatment and the many fundamental properties that
he demonstrated , he is often called the real founder of the theory.
He established eight new fundamental properties .
La.place (1772) formulated the rule, which now bears his
name, for the development of a determinant by its complementary
minors; however, Vandermonde had already given a special case of
it.

This rule is very useful in the expansion of higher order de-

terminants.
Lagrange (1773) added very little to the theory, but he
was the first to apply determinants to problems other than elimination, principally in the domains of geometry and the theory of
numbers.
November 30, 1812, was a very i mportant dayl in the development of the theory -of determinants .
their memoirs this same day .

Binet and Cauchy presented

The importance of their works probab-

ly exceed that of all that had been done before.
Binet's work centered on the development and uses of the
multiplicatio n theorem.
Cauchy defined many terms including determinants in the
present sense; he made improvements on much of the earlier work.

1.

Mui r, Theory of determinants , I,130.

Thomas Muir says of Cauchy's memoir:On looking back, however, at Cauchy's memoir as a
whole, one cannot but be struck with admiration both at
the quality and the quantity of its contents. Supposing
that none of its theorems had been new, and that it had
not even presented a single old theorem in a fresh light,
the memoir would have been most valuable, furnishing , as
it did, to the mathematic ians of . the time an almost exhaustive treatise on the theory of general determinan ts. It is
not too much to say, although it may come to many as a surprise, that the ordinary textbooks of determinan ts supplied
to university students of the present day do not contain
much more of the general theory than is to be found in
Cauchy's memoir of about eighty years a go. One apparently
trivial instrument , which Cauchy had not received from his
predecesso rs and which he did not make for himself, viz.,
a notation of determinan ts whose elements had special values, is at the foundation of the whole difference between
his treatise and those at present employed. When this want
cB.ID.e to be supplied later on, the functions crept steadily
into everyday use, and a fresh impetus was consequent ly
given to the study of them. But if from the work of the
said ei ghty years all researches regarding spacial forms
of determinan ts be left out, and all investigat ions which
ended in mere rediscover ies or in rehabilita tions of old
ideas, there is a surprising ly small proportion left. If
one bears this in mind, and recalls the fact, temporaril y
set aside that Cauchy, instead of being a compiler. presented the entire subject from a pe rfectly new point of
view, added many results previously unthought of, and opened up a whole avenue of fresh inve stigation, one cannot but
assi gn to him the place of highest honour among all the
workers from 1693 to 1812. It is, no doubt, impossible to
call him, as some have done, the formal founder of the theory. This honour is certainly due to Vanderm.onde , who ,
however, erected on the foundation comparativ ely little of
a superstruc ture. Those who followed Vandermonde contributed, knowingly or unknowingl y, only a stone or two larger
or smaller, to the building . Cauchy relaid the foundation ,
rebuilt the whole, and initiated new enlargemen ts; the result being an edifice which the architects of to-day may
still admire and find worthy of study.
The work from this time turned to the various special forms
in determinan ts.

The greatest contributo r in this field was Jacobi.

He used the functional determinan t which Sylvester has called

Jacobian; he likewise treated that class of alternating functions
which Sylvester has called Alternates .

Jacobi was also the pioneer

in Skew determinants and Orthogonants .

The next persons of im-

portance in the field were Sylvester and Cayley, who added much to
the theory of determinants by discovering and applying ma.ny new
forms.
The use of determinants became so extensive that special
textbooks were written on the subject.

Therel is not complete

agreement as to which work shall be called the first special book
on the subject.

Some regard

w.

Spottiswoode 's monograph of 63

pages, entitled Elementary Theorems Re lating to Determinants , published in London in 1851, as the first.

Othe rs are inclined to

regard the more eA-tensive and more accurate Italian work by F.
Brioschi, published in Pavia in 1854 under the title

Da

Teorica

dei Determinanti , e le sue Principali Applicazioni , as the first
published book on this subject.
other languages.

This book was translated into

Other books were written in the next few years.

Thomas Mui r found, while gathering material for his
Treatise on the Theory of Determinants , published in 1880, that
there were many inaccurate statements in regard to the authorship
and history of many theorems.

He therefore resolved to collect

the titles and to determine the authors of all the writings which
had appeared on the theory of determinants up to 1881.

1.

Miller, Historical introduction to ma.th. lit.,

192.

Hi s find-

ings were published under the title A List of Writings on Determinants.

He has continued this work and has brought it up to 1923.
Using these lists of writing as a basis Muir has written

a set of four volumes entitled The Theory of Determinan ts in the
Historical Order of Developmen t up to 1900.

In a later book he

has brought the history up to 1920.
In the last sixty years a very large a.mount of work has
been done on determinan ts; some of the most outstandin g contribute rs
of the period are Scott , Hanus ,

cher, and Stouffer .

The foregoing sketch is merely a brief account of the more
important points in the history of determinan ts.

Since the advent

of determinan ts, many mathematic ians have done work in this field.
There are two reasons for this great interest in determinan ts:
(1) They are a very interestin g subject as pure mathematic s;
(2) many persons have extended the theory of determinan ts to make
it applicable to their special problems.

CHAPTE R

I I I

GENERAL PROPERTIES

The first question that arises is, what is the theory of
determinan ts?

J. J . Sylvester says 1 ,

It is an algebra upon algebra; a calculus which enables us to c ombine and foretell the results of al gebraic
operations , in the same way as algebra itself enables us
to dispense with the performanc e of the special operations
of arithmetic . All analysis must ultimately clothe its elf
in this form.
Scott and Mathews 2 say,
Determinan ts are algebraica l expression s of a particular type calculated by a systematic rule and expressed
by a special notation.
This important class of al gebraic functions owes its
origin to an attempt to formulate the solutions of general systems of simultaneous linear equations.

Such a system of the

second order is

ax + b y : k .
2
2
2
Multiply the first equation by b 2 , the second by -b 1 , and add
the resulting equations.

One obtains

1.

Merrill and Smith, First cours~ in higher algebra, 28.

2.

Scott and Mathews, Theory of determinan ts, 1.

In a similar manner the equation in y is
(alb2- a2bl)y: alk2- a2kl .
It is seen that x and y have the common multiplier,
alb2 - a2bl,
which may be vtritten in the symbolic form
al

bl

This quantity is called a determinant of the second order.

It is

The letters a 1 ,

also called the determinant of the coefficients .

b 1 , a 2 , etc ., are called the elements of the determinant. The
products a 1b 2 and a 2b 1 are called the terms of the expansion. The
valueSof x and y may now be expressed in the form
kl

bl

k2

b2

X

al

bl

a2

b2

y

al

k1

a2

k2

a

a

1
2

,

:J

Consider now the solution of a system of the third order,
aix

+ biy + ciz = ki,

(i

Multiply the first, second and third equations by
b2c3 - b3c2,

b3cl - blc3,

blc2 - b2cl,

= 1,

2, 3) .

respectively , and add the resulting equations;

kl b2c3

+ k2b3c1 + k3b1c2 - k3b2c1 - alb3c2 - a2blc3.

The value of x becomes
kl

bl

cl

k2

b2

c2

k3

b3

03

al

bl

cl

a2

b2

c2

8.3

b3

c3

X

The values of y and z,

These are determinants of the third order.
found in a similar manner, are

y

al

kl

cl

a

1

bl

kl

a2

k2

c2

a2

b2

k2

a3

k3

c3

a

b

k

al

bl

cl

8.

a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

03

z

3

b

3

3

1

cl

a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

c3

1

One will notice that all the denominators are the same and
that the numerator of that unlmown whose value is sou ght is obtained

by replacing the coefficients of the unknown by the corresponding
1
constant term s . A convenient rule, due to Sarrus , for the expansion
Consider the determinant

of any determinant of the third order is:
al

bl

cl

a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

C3 •

Alongside of this repeat the first and second columns in order

and form the product of each set of three elements lying in lines
parallel to the diagonals of the original array.

Those three which

lie in lines descending from left to right have the positive sign,
the other three products are negative.

Accordingly the determinant

is

A modification of the above process saves much time when
one understands the procedure.

1.

Let us consider the same determinant,

Scott and Mathews, Theory of detenninants, 3.

The products are formed along the lines and the same rules of signs
hold .

It i~ seen that each product always contains three terms .
Before taking up the expansion of a determinant of order n

it will be well to discuss some properties of permutations .

Any series of n elements a , a 2 , • • • an, arranged in order
1
according to the magnitude of the numbers forming the suffixes is
called the natural or original order of the letters.

Any other or-

der is called a permutation of the letters or elements.

~~en any

element precedes another element with a smaller suffix, it is lmown
as an inversion1 •
Permutations are usually divided into two classes; the first
class contains those permutations which have an even number of inversions, the second those which have an odd number.

The first class

is often called the positive and the second the negative pennutation.
Thus the interchanging of any two eleme~ts of a permutation changes
its class.

If in any arrangement, each suffix is subtracted from

all that follow it and the differences are multiplied together, the
sign of the product will depend on the number of inversions in this
arrangement, the sign being positive if the number of inversions is
even and negative if the number of inversions is odd.

The number of

permutations of n elements, taken n at a time, is equal to nl.

The

number of positive permutations of n elements is always equal to the

1.

Scott and

}fa thews,

Theory of determinants , 8.

number of negative permutations .
The n 2 elements arranged is the square array
a ll

al2

a13 ••• a1n

a21

a22

a23 •• •a2n

a31

a32

a33 ••• a3n

anl

an2

a

.. ..

n3

is called a determinant of order n.

•• • a

nn

Here the double suffix is used;

the first suffix gives the number of the row and the second the numThus the element a ..
1J
The diagonal line containing

ber of the column in which the element lies .
is in the ith row and jth coll.l]l'ln .
a 11

a 22

a 33 • • • ann is called the leading or principal diagonal,

the position occupied by it is the leading position .
The expansion of the above determinant _is obtained by holding either the first, or second, suffix of each element of the
principal diagonal fixed and permuting the other.

To those of the

nl resulting terms that involve the positive permutations give the

plus sign; to those involving the negative pennutations , the minus
sign .

The al geb raic sum of these terms is the value of the deter-

minant .
The expansion may be stated in a different manner.

Form

all possible products of n elements each taking one and only one
element from each row and each column.

If the element~ of each term

are arranged in order of columns (rows) find the number of exchanges

of elements needed to brin

them into the order of the rows (col-

umns) and give to each term the positive or negative sin according
The al ebraic sum of

as this number of exnhanges is even or odd .
these terms is the value of the determinan t .

It is not important whether the first or second suff ix is
held constant and the other permuted .

In either case there will

be nl terms and the sign of each term will be the same since the
number of inversions will be even or odd as before.
On interchang ing rows and columns in a detenninan t of nth
order , one gets
all a21· · ·anl
al2 a22 ···an2

aln a2n ···ann
This is different from the original only in that the suffixes of
each element are interchang ed .

In the expansion of the new de-

terminant the same result is obtained since the determinan t may be
expanded by permuting either suffix .

Thus the value of a determi-

nant is not altered by interchang ing the rows and columns.

There-

fore any property true for the rows of a dete:nninan t is also true
for the columns and visa verca .

The tenn. line is used to mean

either row or column or both .
If any two rows or columns are interchang ed the value of
the detenninan t is altered only in sign .

For, interchang ing two

lines is the same as interchanging in each term of the expansion,
the suffixes corresponding to these lines.

This changes the sign

of each term; therefore, the sign of the whole determinant is reversed.
If each element of a line is multiplied or divided by a
common factor, it is equivalent to performing the same operation
on the determinant as a whole; for each term of the expansion contains a single element from the given line.

The common operation

thus is perfonned once and only once on each term of the expansion, and the determinant is, therefore, multiplied or divided by
that factor.
If two rows or columns of a determinant are identical, it
is equal to zero.

For interchanging these two lines would reverse

the si gn of the determinant, but its value is not altered since
these lines are identical; and the only ~umber that is equal to
its negative value is zero.
If the corresponding elements of two rows or columns have
a cornmon ratio, the determinant vanishes.

This is evident since

one of these lines could be multip1ied by the common ratio thus
ma.king two identical lines.
A determinant having a line whose elements are each the sum
of two quantities can be expressed as a sum of two determinants .

Let
al + bl

cl

d1···

+ b2

02

d2···

a3 + b3

03

d3•••

a2

D

....

...

be such a determinan t.

Then the terms of the expansi on will con-

+

b. which may be broken up into a.i times the

tain the element a.i

i

Thus these sep-

other elements of the term and bi times the same.
arate tenns will make up the two determinan ts
al

cl

dl

a2

02

dz

a3

c3

d3

.

.

...

bl

cl

dl

b2

02

d

b3

03

d3

and

2

...

.. • ..

whose sum is equal to D.
~he value of a determinan t is net changed if to the elements
of any row the products of the correspond ing elements of another row
by the same arbitrary constant is added.

D

al

bl

cl

a2

'52

°2

a3

b3

c3 .

Consider the determinan t D:

Let the first column be increased by x times the second.

Then one has

1\ + xb 1
a + xb
2
2

b

a 3 + xb 3

1

al

bl

cl

b2

c2

a2

b2

c2

b3

c3

a3

b3

c3

1

C

\

cl

b2

b2

c2

b3

b

C

b
+x

1

I

but the last determi nant is zero.

3

3

This theorem is often used to

combine the rows and columns in such a manner to make as many of
the element s of a determi nant zero as possibl e, before the determinant is expande d.
The expansio n of determi nants of hi gher order is quite
lengthy ; these hi gher order determi nants are often expande d by
minors or cofacto rs.
The detenni nant

1

of order n-1 obtaine d by removin g the i th

row and the jth c olumn of a determi nant of order n is called the
minor of the element a ..•
l.J

A

determi nant D of order n may be expand-

ed accordi ng to the element s of any row or column .

In
all a12···a. 1n
D

a21 a22· • .a2n

.. . ..

a.nl an2° •• ann
denote the minor of any element by the correspo nding capital letter
So that a ij has the

ml.·nor

Aij.

T·hen

1. Dickson , Theory of educati on, 100.

1·_~

the determ.1·nant

1·s

expande d

by the first row it is necessary to prove that,

The sign of aij is plus or minus according to whether the sum of the
suffixes is even or odd .
Now

An

is a determinan t of order n-1 and when it is expanded

and multiplied by a 11 , one obtains all the terms of D which contain
a 11 with the proper sign . The sar.1e will be true for A12 , A13 , • •• A1n.
or nl
Upon taking the algebraic sum of these n expansions , n n-1)

f

tenns are obtained containing each n elements.

U

Thus our theorem is

proved .
In a determinan t of order n, those minors of order n-1 are
called f i rst minors; those of order n-2 are called second minors;
and those of order n-r are called rth minors.
Minors formed by the deletion of the same row and column are
called principal minors .

Principal minors are sometimes called co-

axial minors .
.. is the signed minor of
. . , of the element a J.J
The cofactor, EJ.J
E .. :

J.J

(-l)i+jA .. •
J.J

Thus the sum of the elements of a row or column multiplied by their
cofactors is equal to the determinan t .

Expansion by cofactors in-

stead of minors has the advantage that the sign is alwe.ys positive,
in other words the sign is intrinsic .

If each element

1 of a row, or column, of a determi nant is

multipl ied by the cofacto r of the correspo nding element of a different row, or column, the sum of the resultin g product s is zero.
Conside r the three row determi nant,

D

al

bl

cl

a.2

b2

c2

a3

b3

C3

The multipl ication of the element s of column one by the cofacto rs of
the correspo nding element s- of column two gives,

Now vrrite this as a three row determin ant and it is evident that the
determi nant van ishes,

.Any

the r

al

al

cl

a2

a2

c2

e.3

a.3

c3

rth minor of a given determi nant and the determi nant of

2 element s at the interse ction of the rows and columns deleted

in forming it are called, with respect to each other, complem entary
2
minors. The determi nant

1.

Gra.uste n, Itro. to higher geometr y, 14.

2.

Dickson , Theory of equatio ns, 122-125 .

all al2 al3 al4
D

a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a 33 a34
a41 a42 a43 a.44

has as two-rowed complem entary minors
M

=

all al2

a21 a.22

,

M' =

a33 a34
a43 a44

etc.;

since either is obtaine d by removing from Dall the rows and columns
having an element which occurs in the other.

Any element may be re-

garded as a one-row ed minor and is complem entary to its minor .
Lapla.ce establis hed the theorem for develop ing a. detenni nant
by its complem entary minors .
of all the si gned product s

Any detennin ant Dis equal to the sum
:MM ', where M is an r-rowed minor havin g

its element s in the first r columns of D., and M' is the minor complement ary to M, while the sign is plus or minus accordi ng as an even
or odd number of intercha nges of rows of D will bring

M

into the

positio n occupie d by the minor M1 whose element s lie in the first
r rows and first r columns of D.
The case for r : 1 consist s of developm ent by first row for
which proof has been given .
When D is of rank n, then

a

all a12 • • . a.l r

Ml

=

a21 a22 ••• a2r

.... .

a.rl a.r2 · • . arr

M'
l

r ·Hr+l • • . ar+ln

ar~2r+l " • . ar+2n

. .. .... .

a

nr+l •• . a rm

•

Any term of product M M is of the type

1

( -1) i a..

1

1

••• a. ,
a.. ••• a. ( - 1) j a.
1 n
r ~1
1
1 r
1 1 2
n
+l
r
r
1
2

where i 1 , • ••,iris an arrangement of first r suffixes derived
from original order l, 2, ' 3, ••• , r by i interchanges . Hence
i 1 , ••• , in is an arrangement of 1, • • • , n derived by i

+j

inter-

changes, so that the terms of the product MM' are tenn.s of D
1 1

with the proper sign .
It can now be shown by the theorem on interchanging of two
rows or columns that any term of any of the products± MM ' is a
term of D.

No term will appear twice, and when all the products

of MM ' are taken all terms of D will be included.

1

Consider another method of expanding determinants , which
in the simplified and rather mechanical form ea.ch step is not
equal to the others, since certain terms a.re left out .
plified process is:

The sim-

A determinant D of order n may be converted

into a determinant D' of order n-1 whose elements are two row

1 . The proof of this method has been developed by the author of
this thesis; however, it has been lda.rned recently that Dr . A. c.
Aitken , F. R. s. published a proof in Transactions of the Faculty
of Actuaries, vol. XIII, 1931.

minors of D; l ikewise D' may be converted into a detenninant D"
of order n - 2 -whose elements are two row minors of D' divided by
the common el ements of D that have now been included too many
This reduction is conti nued until a detenninant of or-

times .

der two is obtained which may be expanded by the ordinary method .
Let n equal 3·, t hen

n=.

all a12 a13
a-21 ~2 a:2.3

a.31 a32 ag3

'all

a121 1a12 a:13 1
a 22 a23

a.2.1 a22

= la21 a:221 la.22 ai.23 j =
a. 31 G.32

8.32 a33
a.22

1a:11a121 a22a23H a12a.1311az1e.221
a21a 22 a3za 33 a.22a.23 a.31a.32
a.22

which is t he correct value of D.
The method can be illustrated better for a higher ordered
determinant .

D:

Consider an example -when n is e qual to five;

where
B• . lJ

a ..

1J

E ..

1J

The justific ation of this method is based entirely upon
a corolla ry of Bocher' s

1

namely~

If Di s any determi nant, and Sis the second minor
obtained from it by striking out its ith and kth rows a:nd
its jth and 1th columns , and if we denote by A .• the cofacto r
of the element which stands in the jth column krtd ith row of
D, then
i +l +J·+k
A. · A.1 l
DS .
-1)
lJ

1\j 1\1

=(

Now when i and j a.re equal to Jnc snd k and 1 are equal
t on there

smr

will be even.

Then

D

Thus in the case §f fl @quals

1.

5:

Bacher, Higher al ebra, 33'.

all al2~3ail4 al5
ac21 a.22 s;'23ai24 a25

D- 8!3la32a.33a34a35

8\1 a:128\3a14
ai21a22tai23ai24
a3la32 8133a34
a4la428143~44

al2a:13ail4Sll5
a228123a24a25
a32a33ai34 s.'35
a42a43a448145

a.2.1 a22a23a.24

~2 a23a.24a.25
a32a33!i34a35
a42i3 a 4i45
a52a,53a548l55

a3la.32a33a34
a.4la42a.43a44
a5la52a.53a.54

a.4la.42a43a.44a.45
a5la.52a53a54 a55

].

~22a23a24

a32a.338l34
a42a 4! 44

r

now break up the fourth order determ.inamts into third order, and'
these into second order determinants , using the same not~tion for
B:l's as above, D now equalst

B11B121
IB21B22
IB22B23

B12B131
mi23

1t22

l

B21B221 B22Bz31B22
B31B32 IB32B33

I
D=

¾3

e:-32

1

a24

a-23

I

Bz3 1B22 Ba:31 B23B24 I
B32 B33 B33B34 I
8.34
8l33

1

B31 B321 B32B3311332
B41B42 B42~43
a.43
8.42

B33 IB"'2 B33 1 B33 B3.4 t
B42 B43 B43B44
8.44
8.43

I

I

33

•

B22 B23 1
B33

B21B221 B22B231
IB32B33
8.33 1
a.32

IB31B32

a

IB32

8.34

~3

I

It will be seen now that this process and the one above are
closely related.

Note
Bll B12 [ [B12B13 1
B22B23

IB21B22
a22

a23

B21 B22 1 JB22B23 1
B32B33

IB31B32

E ,E 21 ,E 22 are equal respective ly to each of the other four row
12
determinan ts . The C's are equal to the elements of the determiThus it is evident that this method of expanding de-

nants E.

terminants can be extended to any order since it is based on 00cher's corollary, which is quite general .
This method of expanding determinan ts breaks down if any
of the divisors are zero but this often may be overcome by interchanging rows or columns.
1
A similar method of expanding determinan ts is :
If the first pair of elements in the first row of
a determinan t be taken in succession with every pair below it, and the detenninan ts of the second order which
have these pairs for rows be placed in order as the elements of the first column of a new determinan t, and if
the like be done in the case of the second and following
pairs of consecutiv e elements in the row, then the new
determinan t thus obtained divided by the product of all
the elements of the first row of the ori ginal determinan t
except the first and last is equal to the ori ginal determinant.
aln-laln
a2n-la2n
aln-laln
D

a3n- laln

a

a

a

1

12 13 14

••• a

ln-1

This method also breaks down if any of the divisors are
1.

A proof of this method will be found in Muir and Metzler's
Theory of determinan ts , 63-66

zero, but this may be avoided by certain transform ations .
The product of two detennin ants of the same order is equal
to a determin ant of like order in which the element of the ith row
and jth column is the sum of the products of the elements of the
ith row multiplie d by the correspon ding elements of the jth column.
The multiplic ation theorem may be stated also in this dif1
ferent form but it involves the same process :
Connect by plus signs the elements of each row of the
first determin ant D', likewise the elements of each column
of the second determin ant D" . Then place the first row of
D' upon each column of D" in turn and let each two elements
as they touch become products . This will be the first row
of the product determin ant D. Perform the same operation
with the second row of D' which g ives the second row of D.
This process is continued for then rows of D' to form D.
One can justify these two methods of multiplica tion by
Laplace' s developm ent, as is illustrat ed below, when n: 3:
all al2 al3 O 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

b

b

b

a21 a22 a23 0
a

31

-1

a
0

32

a
0

0

-1

0

0

0

-1

33

ll 12 13
b b b

all al2 al3

- 8.21

bll bl2 bl3

a22 a23 • b21 b22 b23

8.31 8.32 a 33

b

31

b

32

b

33

Zl. 22 23

b

b b
31 32 53

In the determin ant of order 6, add to the el ements of the
fourth, fifth, and sixth columns the products of the elements of
1 . Weld, "Determi nants" in Encyclop edia American a, IX,21.

the first column by b 11 ,b 12 ,b 13 , respect ively. Next, add to the
element s of the last three columns the product s of the element s
of the second column by b 21 ,b 22 ,b 23 , respect ively. Finally , add
to the element s of the last three columns the product s of the
element s of the thira column by b 31 ,b 32 ,b 33 •

The new determi nant

is
all al2 ~3 allbll+ al2b2l+ al3b31 a llbl2+ al2b22+ al3b32 allb13+a1 2b23+ al3b33
23b33
a21 a22 a23 a2lbll+ a22b2l+ a23b31 a 21b12+a2 2b22+a2 3b32 a2lbl3~a 22b23+a
33b33
a31 a32 a33 a31b11+ a32b21+ a33b31 a31b12+a32b 22+a33b3 2 a3lbl3+ a32b23+a
-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

By Laplace 's develop ment, this is equal t o the 3-rowed minor of
the upper-r i ght corner.

Therefo re, this mino r is equal to the

product of lainl and jb 1n] •

CHAPTE R

IV

SPECIAL FORMS OF DETERlHNANTS

COMPOUND DETERMINANTS
A determinan t with elements which are themselves determinants is called a compound determinan t.
Sylvester1 was very prominent in the early developmen ts
of compound determinan ts. _Compound determinan ts have many applications .

It will be noted that they have been used in the last

two methods of expanding general determinan ts.

A very important

class of compound determinan ts is that in which each element is
the cofactor of the correspond ing element in another determinan t,
such a determinan t is called the determinan t adju gate to that
other, or more simply just the adjoint .
Some important and interestin g theorems on adjoint determinants a re:
2
If D' is the adjoint of any determinan t D, and M
m-rowed minors of D and D'
ing
and M' are the correspond
respective ly, then M' is equal to the product of JY11-l by
the algebraic complement of M.

1.

Muir, Theory of determinan ts, II , 192 .

2.

_Booher , Algebra, 31 .

If Dis any deten ninan t of the nth order and D' its
then
nt,
adjoi
D': nti- 1

ition
From this prope rty, the truth of the follow ing defin
those of the adis appar ent . The determ inant whose eleme nts are
joint eaoh divide d by Dis the recip rocal of D.

ALTERNANTS
is called
Any determ inant which is an altern ating funct ion
an al terna nt:

for examp le
1

a

a2

4 4
4 4 4
a(b c +b d\ c d )

1

b

b2

1

C

c2

4 4 4 4
b(c 4 d4+ c a + d a )
4 4 4 4 4
c(d 4a +d b + a b )

1

d

d2

d( a 4b4+ a 4 c 4+ b4 c 4)

and de1
Cauchy (1812 ) laid a good found ati c 1 for the study
inant.
velopm ent of the theory of this speci al type of determ
of orThe produ ct or quoti ent of two altern ating funct ions
der n is a symm etric funct ion of the same order .
functi ons
The condi tions for the ident ity of two altern ating
be conta ined in the
are: (1) that all the terms of the first funct ion
coeff icien ts in
secon d; (2) that the terms have the same numer ical
the same sign as the
both; (3) that one of the terms of the first has
corres pondi ng term of the secon d .
1. Muir, Theor y of determ inants , I, 306.

Every alter nant
of n varia bles.

1

of the nth order is evidently a funct ion

as
To interc hang e two of these would be the same

the deter mina nt, and
to inter chan ge two of the rows or colwn ns of
ing the sign of the
there fore would have the effec t of merel y chang
rty is known as an
funct ion; and as a funct ion havin g this prope
nant is appa rent.
alter natin g funct ion, the origi n of name alter
conta in as
Every alter nant with ratio nal integ ral eleme nts
a facto r the diffe rence -prod uct of its varia bles.

SYMMETRIC DETERMINANTS

synune try 2 :
In a deter mina nt there may be three kinds of
nal , (2) symmetry
(1) symm etry with respe ct to the princ ipal diago
(3 ) symmetry with rewith respe ct to the secon dary diago nal, and
to (1) since by rever sspect to the cente r. (2) is close ly relat ed
with respe ct to the
ing the order of the rows and colum ns symmetry
with respe ct to the
secon dary diago nal may be chang ed to symmetry
princ ipal diago nal.
These three imply that:
..
eleme nts are equa l, (2) a l.J

.. , that is, conju gate
(1) a.j =a J1
l.

1
.
= a n+1 -J,n+

. , (3)

-1

aij

respe ctive ly.

1.

Muir and Metz l er, Theor y of deter mina nts, 321.

2.

Ibid. , 18-19 .

=a

n+l-i ,n+l- j'

When (1) or (2) is true the determ inant is said to be axisymme tric, when (3) is true it is said to be centros ymmetr ic .

When

be
two of the three types exist at once the determ inant is said to
bisynnn etric.
Axisym metric determ inants

1 are first found in Lagran ge's

a
memior , 1773; howeve r, he appare ntly did not recogn ize them as
specia l type .

Their proper ties and theorem s were much studied by

Binet, Jacobi and Cauchy .
Some specia l proper ties

2 of axisym metric determ inants ares

(1) conjug ate lines are alike, (2) coaxia l minors are axisynn netric,
al
(3) conjug ate minors are equal, (4) all compounds of the origin
are axisynn netric .
From the law of multip licatio n it follows that any even power
of any determ inant is expres sible as an axisym metric determ inant.

Any power of an axisynn netric determ inant is expres sible as
an axisym metric determ inant.

Any power of any determ inant of the second order is expres sible as an axisym metric determ inant .
If in an axisym metric determ inant the sum of the elemen ts in
equal.
every row is zero, then all the primary minors are numeri cally

1.

Muir, Theory of determ inants, I, 289.

2.

Muir end Metzle r, Theory of Determ inants, 364-372 .

Centrosymmetric Determinants

The determinant is the same , term by term , when read backwardg as when read forwards .

Every centrosymmetric determinant D of even order 2m is expressible as the product of two determinants each of order m.
Any determinant of order n having the array of its last
(n-1) rows centrosymmetric is expressible as the product of two de-

tenninants.
A determinant is said to be skew-centrosymrnetric when every

constituent is the negative of its conjugate with respect to the center .

One of odd order would therefore have its center element zero .
Every skew-centrosymmetric determinant of even order is ex-

pres s iEle as the difference of two squares.
Every skew-centrosymmetric determinant of odd order is equal
to zero.

Skew Determinants

A

determinant having conjugate elements equal but opposite

in sign (i . e . aij =- aji) is called a skew determinant; and if in add 1·t·
ion aii : O it is called a zero - axial skew determinant.

Zero-

axial skew determinants are sometimes called skew-symmetric .
In the case of zero-axial skew determinants it appears that

(1) coaxial minors are zero-axial skew; (2) conjugate minors are equal
or differ only in sign, according as they are of even or of odd order;
(3) the adjoint determinan t is skew if of even order, and axisymmetr ic
if of odd order; (4) the determinan t of odd order vanishes; (5) the
adjoint of an even order determinan t is a zero-axial .
The first mathematic ian to make a definite reference to this
1
type of a determinan t seems to have been Jacobi •

He considered these

new functions as separate from and independen t of determinan t s •
2
Persyrrllllet ric Determinan ts

A determinan t such that each line perpendicu lar to the principal diagonal has all its elements alike is called a persynnnetr ic
determinan t.

In the persymmetr ic determinan t of the nth order there

are at most 2n-l distinct elements, viz., those of the principal dia gonal and one adjacent minor diagonal.
is also called orthosymm etrical

This type of a determinan t

3 by some authors.

Circulants

4
E. Catalan's paper of the year 1846 contained several ex-

1.

Muir, Theory of determinan ts, I, 395.

2.

Muir and Metzler, Theory of determinan ts, 419.

3.

Scott and Mathews, Theory of determinan ts, 99 .

4 . Uuir, Theory of determinan ts, II, 401.

amples of what is now lmown as circul ant detenn inants .
1
ing
A determ inant such that any row is got from the preced
first place
row by passin g the last elemen t over the others to the
The circul ant whose first row is a 1 ,a 2 • • • an,
y denote d
will have the second row an,a 1 ••• an-l ' etc . It is usuall
is called a circul ant .

by

c.
a
It is freque ntly more conven ient to define circul ant as

row by passdeterm inant such that any row is got from the preced ing
ing the first elemen t over the others to the last place.

This circu-

lant is denote d by C' .
eleThe determ inant formed by changi ng the si ~ns of all the
ant C is called
ments on one side of the princi pal diagon al of a circul
a skew circul ant .

For it the functi onal symbol SC is used .

with
A circul ant C' is eviden tly a persym metric detenn inant
but n distin ct elemen ts .
A pecul iar prope rty

2 of the circul ant C is that it is di-

visibl e by
n-1

2

a 1 + a 2w + a 3w + • • • + anw
where w is a root of the equati on xn

,

= 1.

ants.
Cofilpound circul ant determ inants are called block circul

1.

Muir and Metzl er, Theory of determ inants , 442 .

2.

Scott and ~athew s , Theory of determ inants , 102 .

CONTINUANTS

It is doubtful if the connectio n between continued fractions and detennin ants was considere d before 1853. In that year
1
J. J. Sylveste r published a paper in which he showed how a continued fraction could be expressed in terms of a determin ant.
continua nt

2

A

is a determin ant all of whose elements are zero except

those in the main diagonal and in the two adjacent diagonal lines
parallel to and on either side of the main diagonal.
A

continua nt of order n is:
al bl
cl a2 b2
0

\13 •

2 a3

.. ......
.

Consider the system of equations

•

3

x : a x +b x 2
1
1 1

0
O

1.

= clxl+ e.2x2+b2x 3

= c 2x 2 +a 3x 3 +b 3 x4

Mu ir, Theory of determin ants, II, 413 .

2. Muir and Metzler , Theory of detennin ants, 516.
3. Scott and Mathews, Theory of determin ants, 213.

then
1

Xl
Hence y- is a contin ued fracti on.
of the fracTo determ ine the nth conve rgent, i.e., the value
and all sucn+l
equat ions
ceedin g x's vanis h, whence one has the system of

tion when one stops at~n,

one must suppo se that x

x - a 1 x1 + b 1 x 2

o:
0

=
=

c 1 x 1 +a 2 x 2 +b 2 x 3

. .... .. . . . .
X

•

n
ued fracti on
contin
a
Solvi ng this set of equat ions, x1 becomes
0

r

which is expre ssible as a contin uant.
term of the
Some speci al prope rties of contin uants are (1) no
(2) if a term concontin uant can conta in two conse cutive b's or e's;
(3) no term of the contin uant can be formtains b.i it also conta ins c.;
1
1
omitt ed; (4) one term
ed in which an odd number of conse cutive a s are
terms can be forme d
of the contin uant is obvio usly a 1 a 2 ••• an, other
a's by the produ ct
from this term by replac ing any pair of conse cutive

a of the pair with
of the band c havin g the same suffix as the first
ed by -bi ci); (5)
a negat ive sign (for examp le, ai ai+l may be replac

the proce ss (4) to the
all terms of the contin uant are obtain ed by using

full exten t.

ORTHOGONANTS

This specia l fonn of detenn inant is connect ed with a
problem in coordin ate geomet ry- -the problem of transfo nna.tio n
from one set of coordin ate axes to anothe r set having the same
origin .

A determ inant is called an orthogo nant when it is the

determ inant of an orthogo nal substit ution .
1
Here again Jacobi (1827) was a pionee r .

The problem

which he wished to solve was to transfo rm an expres sion of the
form
.A:x.

2

+

By

+ Cz 2+ 2ayz +

2

2bzx + 2cxy,

obwhere x, y. z, are the coordin ates of a point referre d to an
lique coordin ate-sys tem. into an expres sion of the form
2
2
2
Lu + Mv + Nw ,
to a
where u, v, ware the coordin ates of the same point referre d
rectang ular system having the same origin .

Thus the things di-

rectly sought were the nine coeffic ients which give each of the
origin al coordin ates in terms of the new .
Jacobi at this time appare ntly did not realize the imyear
portanc e of this new form of determ inants; since in the same
inhe publish ed anothe r paper on the transfo rmatio n of a double
tegral in which the use of orthogo nants should have shown this
problem to be closely related to the former problem .

1.

Muir , Theory of determ inants, I, 410 .

The square of an orthogo nant

1 is equal to unity.

lows that the orthogo nant is equal to ±l •

It fol-

.An orthogo nant having

-1 is
the value +l is said to be proper and one which has the value
said to be improp er.

JACOBIANS

It is likely that determ inants in which the number of a
e
row is disting uished by differe ntiatio n with respec t to a definit
by
variab le, and in which the number of a column is disting uished
d
a partic ular functio n set for differe ntiatio n, may have appeare
before the time of Jacobi .

There can be little doubt that expres s-

ions like

~.iv -~,er r

~x ay
had appear ed many times.

y ~x

2
It remaine d for Cauchy , 1815, to extend

the process to a three row determ inant.

Jacobi made a very thorough

by
study of this new use of determ inants which was given his name
Sylves ter.
If there be n functio ns

3 all of the sarne n variab les, the

and
determ inant which in every case has the elemen t in its ith row

1. Muir , and Metzle r, Theory of determ inants, 566.
2. Muir , Theory of determ inants, I, 346-350 .
3. Muir and Metzler , Theory of determ inants, 635 .

jth column equal to the differe ntial coeffic ient of the ith function
with respect to the jth variabl e is called the Jacobian of the set
of function s with respect to the said variabl es.
1
The notation s
d(Y1,Y2 , •• •Yn)
d ( xl 'x2, • • •Xii);
are two of the common ones employe d for Jacobia ns.

The first ren-

ders evident the remarka ble analogy between Jacobian s and ordinar y

differe ntial coeffic ients .

The second is useful when there is no

doubt as to the indepen dent variabl es.
If the y's are explici t functio ns, the Jacobian is formed
by direct differe ntiation .
If the function s y 1 ,y 2 , •• • yn are not indepen dent, but are
connecte d by an equatio n

the Jacobia n vanishe s .

Thus if the Jacobian vanishe s the function s

are not indepen dent, and convers ely .

Jacobia ns are very useful in the study of advance d calculu s,
differe ntial equatio ns, and differe ntial geometr y.

HESSIANS

The Jacobian 2 of the partial differe ntial coeffic ients of
1 . Scott and Mathews, Theory of determi nants, 163 .
2 . Weld, "Determ inants" in The Encyclop edia. America na, IX, 22 .

a functio n, taken with respec t to its eevera l variab les, is called
the Hessia n of the functio n .
minant .

The Hessian is a syrrnne trical deter-

In symbols

If the given .functio n is the ternary quadric
2
2
2
w:- ax + by + cz + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy,

a h g
H(w) - h b f
g f

C

inant,
a determ inant , which in this case is also called the discrim
refor the reason that its vanish ing is the conditi on that (w) be
solvab le into linear factors .
The Jacobia n and the Hessia n are covaria nts .

Both were

of
origin ally called functio nal determ inants . The genera l idea
1
the Hessia n first occurre d to Hesse in 1843; l jWever determ inants
of this form appeare d earlie r .

A. Cayley and Jacobi soon took up

this form after Hesse called attenti on to it .
2
If u is a functio n of x 1 x 2 , ••• xn and ui denotes ,u/dXi ,
2
and uij denotes o y/bXjdX i and if
ciui + c 2u 2+ ••• +cnun = 0
u may
where the e's are consta nt, then the Hessian of u vanishe s and
be transfo rmed into a functio n with one less vaTiab le .
L.

Muir, Theory of determ inants, II , 376.

2.

Muir and Metzle r , Theory of determ inants, 376.

WRONSKIANS

This special fonn appeared for the first time in Wronski's
paper published in 1812.

1

The name was suggested by Thomas Muir

(1882) in his Textbook on Determin ants .
2
If there be n functions of one and the same variable x,
the detennin ant which has in every case the elements in its ith row
and jth column, the (i-1) differen tial coefficie nt of the jth function
is called the Wronskia n of the function with respect to x.

The Wron-

The only non-vani shing tenn in the differen tial coefficie nt
of a Wronskia n is the one obtained by differen tiating each element
of the last row.

denotes the jth differen tial coefThus if y.(j)
1

ficient of y 1 , then

Wx(Y1Y2 •••Yn) :IY1Y2(1)Y3(2)···Yn(n-1)/
and

If a set of n functions of the same variable be connected by
a linear relation with coefficie nts which are constant with respect
to the variable s the Wronskia n of the functions vanishes .
Let the relation be

= o.

1.

Muir , Theory of determin ants, II, 219.

2.

Muir and Metzler , Theory of detennin ants, 662-671.

then
W(yl, Y2, ••• , Yn): O.
This is very import ant in the study and solutio n of systems
of linear differe ntial equatio ns .

BORDERED DETERMINANTS

If to a determ. inant

1

of the nth order one or more rows and

the
the same number of columns of n quanti ties each are added and
is
vacant corner filled in with zeros, the resulti ng determ inant
called a bordere d detenn inant.
Sylves ter

2

appare ntly was the first to use the expres sion

bordere d for this type of determ inant; he did so in 1852 .

Others had

for
recogn ized them as a specia l form but no one had sugges ted a name
them.
If a determ inant of the nth order is bordere d with n rows
and n column s, the resulti ng determ inant has a value which depends
on the border ing quanti ties only.

If a determ inant of the nth order

is bordere d with more than n rows and column s, the resulti ng determinant al~rays has the value zero .

If a determ inant of the nth order

les,
be bordere d by prows and p columns (p <n) of indepen dent variab
border the resulti ng detenn inant is a polyno mial of degree 2p in the
l
ing quanti ti es, whose coeffic ients are the pth minors of the origina
1.
2.

Becher , Algebr a, 28 .
Muir , Theory of determ inants, III , 432 .

determi nant; and convers ely , every pth minor of the origina l determinant is the coeffic ient of at least one term of this polynom ial.

CHAP TER

V

APPLICATIONS

The first and most importa nt use of determi nants is in
the solution of simultan eous linear equation s .

The method

used

in solving three equation s has already been explaine d .
In the solution of a system of n linear equati ons inn
unknown s, the same procedu re is followed as in solving three equation s in three unknowns .
a. 1x 1+ a. x
12

1

2

In then equation s:

+ a i3 x 3 + •••

+ a. x

inn

: ki ,

(i = 1,2, •• • n),

if the detenni nant D of the coeffic ients is zero and if at least
one of the detenni nants K.1 of the numerat ors is not zero, then the
equation s are evident ly inconsi stent .

If D and all the K's are

zero, the fonner results give no infonna tion concern ing the un1
knowns x., then one may resort to the followin g theorem
1

Let the determi nant D of the coeffic ients of the unknowns in the given n equation s be of rank r, r(n . If the
detenni nants K obtained from the (r + l)-rowed minors of D
by replacin g the element s of any column by the correspo nding
knovm terms ki are not all zero, the equation s are inconsistent . But if these detenni nants Kare all zero, the r
equation s involvin g the element s of a non- vanishin g r-rowed
minor of D determin e uniquel y r of the unknowns as linear
function s of the remainin g n-r unknown s, which are indepen d-

1. Dickson , Theory of equatio ns, 116-121 .

ent variables, and the expressions for these r unlmowns satisfy also the remainin n-r equations.
The theorem for homogeneous linear equations is similar except the determinants Kare all zero.

A particular case of the

theorem is:
A necessary and sufficient condition that a linear
homogeneous equations inn unknowns shall have a set of solutions other than the trivial one in which each unknown is
zero, is that the determinant of the coefficients be zero.
In order to study a system of m linear equations inn unknowns it will be convenient to introduce matrices .

A matrix is a

rectangular array of which the square array is a special case; a
matrix is not one quantity but mn quantities; thus it does not
have a definite value .

When the column composed of the known terms

k. is annexed to the matrix of the coefficients of the unknowns, one
i

obtains the so-called augmented matrix.
If, of the determinants which can be formed from a given
matrix , not all those of order rare zero, whereas all those of order

reater than rare zero, the matrix is said to be of rank r.

A very important theorem may now be stated:
A system of m linear equations inn unknowns is consistent if, and only if, the rank of the matrix of the coefficients of the unknowns is equal to the rank of the augmented matrix . If the rank of the matrices is r, certain r
of the equations determine uniquely r of the unknowns as linear functions of the remaining n-r unknowns, which are independent variables, and the expressions for these r unknowns
satisfy also the remaining m-r equations.
Determinants are very useful in the study of the theory
of linear dependence.

Linear dependence is a generali zation of the

concep tion of propor tionali ty .
The two sets of consta nts 1
2•

••• x'n

x"1• x"2•

x"

x'

1•

x'

n

are said to be propor tional to each other if two constan ts
c and c , not both zero, exist such that
2
1
(i = 1, 2, ••• n)
c x! + c x" = 0
1

2 i

1

Them sets of n constan ts each,
i

i

i

(i

xl, x2, ••• xn

= 1,

are said to be linearl y depend ent if m constan ts c 1 ,
••• cm' not all zero, exist suoh that
_
o x.'+ c x."+ • •• +c xm_o
IDi
21
1 1

m),

2, •••
c

2

,

(i : 1 , 2 , • • • n) •

If this is not the case, the sets of quanti ties are
said to be linearl y indepen dent .
necess ary and suffici ent conditi on for the linear dependen ce of m sets of n consta nts each, when min, is that
all them-r owed determ inants of the matrix
A

• x'
n

x' x'
1 2

•• xm
n

should vanish .
Determ inants are extens ively used in practic ally all
1
branch es of higher algebra •

Determ inants ma.y be used to solve

1.

Bacher , Hi~her al ebra, 34-36.

2.

Becher , Higher algebr a, 315 P•

systems of equatio ns which are not linear .

For exampl e, to elim-

inate the unknowns from the equatio ns
2
2
ax + bxy + cy - 0
dx

+ ey = 0

by x,
multip ly each term of the second equatio n, first by y and then
ns
there becomes availab le three equatio ns involvi ng the three unlmow
x 2 , xy, y 2 as follows :
ax

+ bxy + oy2

= 0,

d:x:y + ey 2

= 0,

2

dx 2 + exy - O.
zero,
If this system is consis tent, the elimin ant must be equal to
that is
b

C

O d

e

e

0

a

d

=

o.

not
If the given equatio ns are incons istent, this determ inant does
vanish .

This proces s, due to Sylves ter, may readily be genera lized.

It is known as the dialyti c method of elimin ation.
Thus far all the applica tions have been in the field of
al gebra .

When one consid ers the geomet ric interpr etation of these

algebr aic proper ties, he will see that the theory of determ inants
is equally import ant in geomet ry as in al gebra.
If the rectang ular 1 coordin ates of the vertice s of a tri1.

Scott and Mathew s, Theory of determ inants, 223-256 .

Let the

angl e a re given , the area may be computed by determinan ts .

y

X

0

it is seen that the a rea A of the triangle is given by
A= trap . MCDN - trap . MC BL - trap . LBDN

=½( y 2 + y 3 ) ( Xz

- X3 ) -

½( y 2 + y 1 ) ( x 2

- xl) -

½( y 3 + y 1 )( xl - x 3) ;

or

=
If the axes were obli gue this detenninan t would have to be
multiplied by the sine of the angle between the axes .

xl Y1 1
2A : sin(XOY)

x2

Yz 1

X3 Y3 1

Thus

the
One will get the negativ e of A, if he takes the vertice s in
opposi te order.

It will be seen that the area of other polygon s
The area of a tetrahe dron

may be determ ined in a simila r manner .

iven in terms of (x,y,z) may be calcula ted in a like manner .
Determ inants are used in many ways in projec tive geomet ry.
1
One may use them in the study of duality •
If the points (x1y 1 ) and (x 2y 2 ) lie on the line
one must have

ax+by +c
a.x1

+

byl + C

ax 2 + by 2 +

C

=0
=0

0•

-

The conditi on that these three equatio ns be consis tent, viz.,
X

y

1

xl Y1 1

-

o,

x2 Y2 1
is the equatio n of the line joining the two points.
If the lines (u 1v 1 ) and (u 2v 2 ) pass through the point
one must have

a.u+bv +c
au +bv1 +c
1

=0

-- 0

o.
au +bv +c
2
2
tent, viz.,
The conditi on that these three equatio ns be consis
U

u

V

=

l

l
1 v1

- O,

v l
2 2
is the equatio n of the point of interse ction of the two lines.
u

1. Winger , Projec tive geomet ry, 17-18.

Determ inants are useful also in the study of the charac terThey are especi ally adapted

istics of colline ations and involu tions .

to the study of the analyt ic treatm ent of conics .
1
used in many other ways in advance d geomet ry.

Determ inants are

2
Hessian s are often used in the study of higher plane curves •

Hessian s may be defined in terms of conics :
The Hessian is the locus of all singul arities of the
of the nth degree curve .
polars
first
The Hessian is the locus of the points of contac t of
the first polars .
3
Determ inants often appear in the study of group theory ,
especi ally in section s on groups of linear substit utions .
Determ inants are used in solving problem s in civil engine erof
ing, such as the complex calcula tions that arise in the design
skyscra pers .

The geodet ic survey er also has occasio n to use determ i-

nants .
In the study of electr icity, determ inants are useful in solving a problem of the followi ng type : circui t.

Given a Wheats tone bridge

Apply Kirchh off's first and second laws to derive an ex-

pressio n for the curren t in a genera. tor.

By using Kirchh off's first

s
law one gets four equatio ns involvi ng the curren t in the six branche
the
of the syste~ ; and three more equatio ns are obtaine d by using
voltage
second rule, these equatio ns involve the same curren t and the

1.

Graust ein , Higher geomet11'.:•

2.

Salmon , Higher plane curves .

3.

Mathew son, Elemen tary finite groups .

also occurs in one of them.

These equations can be solved by de-

terminan ts to give an expressio n for I g in terms of the voltage .
In recent years statistic ians are finding many new ways
to use determin ants to shorten their work .

Some textbooks 1 in

statistic s are so largely based on determin ants that several pages
in the introduc tory chapter are devoted to the propertie s of determinants.

Problems of multiple correlati on, which are very lengthy,

when solved by the old method, become relativel y short when solved
by a new method involving the use of determin ants .

ics.

Another field in which determin ants are useful is econom2
The fact that a set of equations will be independ ent and the

solution will be determine d when their Jacobian is not equal to zero
is used in solving sets of interest equation s.

1.

Thurston e, Vectors of mind.

2.

Evans, Math. intro. to economic s, 92.

C 0

C L U S I 0 N

In this monograph it has been shown that historia ns have
not been able to decide definite ly ,vho first thought of determi nants.
However, the Chinese and the Japanes e used determi nants many years
before they were known to the western civiliza tion .

The theory of

dete:nnin a.nts began to spread in Europe about 1750; it spread very
slowly for many years.

I~ the last 120 years the developm ents have

been largely in the directio n of special forms.
Determi nants origina ted in an attempt to solve simultan eous
linear equatio ns .

The theory of determi nants is very closely re-

lated to the theory of permuta tions, for the reason that the type of
permuta tions of each term of a determi nant fixes its algebra ic sign.
There are many ways in which determi nants may b ~ transfor med; such
as intercha nging rows and columns , intercha nging rows or columns ,
adding the element s of one row to the correspo nding element s of another row, etc .

There are many ways of expandin g determi nants; each

method has certain advanta ges and dis advanta ges.
The applica tion of determi nants has led to the developm ent
of many new special fonns .

The use and applica tion of dete:nni nants

now extends into many sciences , particu larly in the physica l science s,
the biologi cal science s, and the social science s.
The uses of higher order ~etermin e.nts have become very ex-

ten s i ve , but fortuna t ely, since the expansio n of determi nants is
symmet rical, it has been possible to deve l op a machine to evaluate
1
these determi nants . This new machine , which is known as the simultaneous linear equator , is capable of solving nine simultan eous linear equation s involvin g nine unknowns .

It was designed and built

by Dr. John B. Wilbur of the department of Civil Enginee ring of
Massach usetts Institu te of Technolo gy .
The machine was designe d origina lly for the solution of
problem s in civil enginee ring, but this calcula tor will, in all
probab ility, soon be used in many other fields of enginee ring and
research .

Once the element s are set up on the calcula tor , a single

movement of the mechani sm gives the value of the determi nant in a
few seconds .
The calcula tor contain s more than 13,000 separate parts,
weighs a ton, has 600 feet of flexible steel tape and nearly 1000
ball-be aring pulleys .
From present indicati ons one may expect many new applica tions of determi nants in practic ally all fields of science in the
next few years .

Research workers of various fields will find more

ways in which to use determi nants, as they become better acquain ted
with the theory of determi nants .

1.

Wilbur , Jour. of engin . educ . , XXVII, no . 7, Mar . 1937.
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